
The World according to Humphrey 
 
 

Discussion Questions for Home 
 
 
 
CHAPTER ONE 

• Who is the narrator?   
• What are his feelings about Ms. Mac. and Mrs. Brisbane? 
• What were some of Humphrey’s favorite activities? 
• What does Ms Mac mean about Humphrey teaching the kids responsibility? 
• Explain what has happened here in your own words (paraphrase) 
• What is the setting? 
• What is the story going to be about? 

 
CHAPTER TWO 

• What do you know about hamster care from reading this part of the chapter? 
• Compare Ms Mac and Mrs. Brisbane. (compare).   
• Why do you think the author includes these details? 
• Why do you think the author describes how Mrs. Brisbane reads aloud to the class? What 

does this tell you about her? 
• What does Humphrey do to calm himself? 
• Who are the characters so far? What do we know about them? How would you describe each 

one? Why do you think that about them?  
• What words create a picture in your mind?  

 
CHAPTER THREE 

• Why is the title- The Two Faces of Mrs. Brisbane? 
• Who are some of the children? What do you know about them so far? 
• What are some facts you know about hamsters?  
• Choose one character. What are some traits of that character? Reread those parts. Can you 

say more about her/him?  
• What did you learn about Mr. Morales? Why do you think that? 
• Talk about some ideas that jump out at you in these first 3 chapters. 

 
CHAPTER FOUR 

• What word shows a feeling of nervous or uneasy? (pg. 25) 
• What do the nicknames tell you about the students? 
• What is the meaning of this “students flew out of the door like a flock of homing pigeons” ?(pg. 

26) 
• What did Humphrey learn about Mr. Morales? What details did the author include to show this? 

 
CHAPTER FIVE  

• What do the Morales children learn? 
• Why does the author include these Tips? 
• What are some facts about real hamsters that you have learned so far. 

 
CHAPTER SIX  

• What character traits does Humphrey seem to possess so far? How does he handle difficult 
situations? 



• What is Humphrey’s evidence that Mrs. Brisbane in mean? 
• Why does the author include the details about Garth? What do you think about what Garth said 

to Humphrey? 
• What does “ponder” mean? (pg. 48) 

 
CHAPTER SEVEN 

• Identify the problem in this chapter. 
• What are some important details we have learned in this chapter about Sayeh and her family 
• What jumps out at you about Sayeh? Why? 
• What lesson can be learned in this chapter? 
• What does Humphrey mean when he repeats Ms. Mac’s words, “you can learn a lot about 

yourself by getting to know another species?”  
• What does “species” mean? 
• Why is Humphrey worrying about Sayeh? 
• What did you learn about hamster behavior in this chapter? 

 
CHAPTER EIGHT  

• What details tell you how Humphrey feels about Halloween? 
• Why didn’t anyone clap after Sayeh sang?  
• What does Humphrey care about? 

 
CHAPTER NINE  

• How does Humphrey feel after getting Ms. Mac’s letter? 
• What gives Humphrey the impression that Miranda would live in a castle? 
• What is a ‘tidal wave’? 
• What are some of Miranda’s character traits? Why do you think that? 
• How does Humphrey describe Clem? 
• How did Humphrey know that rubber bands could be dangerous?  
• Can you make a prediction about what could happen when Miranda goes out with her family? 
• How does the author build the feeling of danger and suspense in this chapter? 
• What is the hamster fact revealed in this chapter? 

 
CHAPTER TEN  

• What does ‘flattered’ mean? 
• How would you describe Garth? What evidence do you have ? 
• What caused the characters featured in this chapter to act the way they do? 

 
CHAPTERS ELEVEN & TWELVE  

• What is the sequence of events in this chapter? 
• What was the effect of Humphrey’s actions in this chapter? 
• How does the behavior of one student affect the behavior of all the other students? 
• What predictions can you make based on what you know about the characters and your 

knowledge of the previous chapters? 
• What evidence does Humphrey have that Mrs. Brisbane does not like him? 
• What connections can you make with this story so far? 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
• Why does Humphrey think trouble is coming? 
• Why does Humphrey call Mrs. Brisbane’s home a House of Horrors? What details make him 

think this? 
• Define ‘scowl’. Give some examples or act it out. 
• What has Humphrey learned about Mrs. Brisbane’s home life and family? 



• What character traits does Humphrey attribute to Mrs. Brisbane? What is his evidence? 
• What do you think causes Mrs. Brisbane to say and do some of the things she has? 
• Does this make you think of any other people you know or have read about? 
• Can you make any predictions about what could happen next? 
• Do you believe Humphrey can do something to help the Brisbane’s? Make some predictions. 

 
CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

• Define ‘cunning’. 
• How did playing the chasing game help Mr. Brisbane? What did he start to realize? 
• How are these characters changing from earlier chapters and these later chapters? 
• What is Humphrey learning about people?  
• What does this author want readers to learn?  
• How can these ideas help you in your life? 
• What have you noticed about the structure of each chapter? 

 
CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

• Compare Mr. Brisbane’s appearance and attitude when Humphrey first met him and after 
Humphrey’s visit?  

• What was the cause of this change? 
• What has been the effect of taking care of Humphrey on some of the characters in this story? 
• What have the characters learned about themselves by taking care of another species? 
• What does Ms. Mac mean when she says she thought Humphrey would be “pining away for 

her’ ? 
• What were some lessons that Humphrey learned since living in Room 26? 
• What did this author want you to learn? 
• What genre is this book? How can you tell? 
• How does the title of the book fit with the plot? 
• What informative facts have you learned about hamsters? 
• What informative facts did Humphrey learn about humans? 
• Did you notice any figurative language used in the text? How was it used? 
• What is the relationship between the setting and the plot of the story? 
• Do you think the story could have happened in another setting? 
• What is your opinion of this story? What makes you think that? 
• Would you recommend this story to other readers?  
• What would you tell them to make them interested? 
• What have you learned about the author from the note she included? 

 
 
 


